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What is stopping you from living the life you want to live?

The Empty Soap Box
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ne of the biggest Japanese
cosmetics company received
a complaint that a customer had
bought a soap box that was empty.

by two people to watch all the soap
lways look for simple
boxes that passed through the line
solutions. Devise the simplest
to make sure they were not empty. possible solution that solves the
No doubt, they worked hard and problems.
they worked fast but they spent
mmediately the authorities whoopee amount to do so.
isolated the problem to the
assembly line, which transported
ut when a rank-and-file
all the packaged boxes of soap to
employee in a small company
the delivery department. For some was posed with the same problem,
reason, one soap box went through did not get into complications of
the assembly line empty.
X-rays, etc but instead came out
with another solution.
anagement
asked
its
engineers to solve the
e bought a strong industrial
problem.
electric fan and pointed it at
the assembly line. He switched
he engineers worked hard to the fan on, and as each soap box
devise an X-ray machine with passed the fan, it simply blew the
high-resolution monitors manned empty boxes out of the line.
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Excerpts from Suresh Semwal’s Book - Be A Humble Winner

D

arkness & The Sun Once lems of our life are created because mains a stone, a hurdle on the way.
darkness went to God of the scarcity of new thoughts.
with a complaint against the
sun and said, “Oh God! Please
f we put on our mental switch,
make the Sun understand.
then we can definitely find
the solutions to these problems.
e is making my life miserable. My existence is
ometimes, people at my
in danger because of him.”
seminars ask how and how
many times we must put our
od sent a message to the Sun mental switches on; because all
and told him about darkness’s the time, someone or the othcomplaint. The Sun heard about er comes and switches it off.
the complaint and said to God, “I
would like to come myself and
t this, what I have to
meet this complaint; because till
say is that there is need
today, knowingly, I have not done to switch it on many more
the work of hurting anybody.” times than it is switched off.
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ust as darkness is the name
ne who falls down and rise it
given to the lack or absence of
again, reaches his destination
light, similarly most of the prob- and one who cannot do this only reLEARN WITH FUN  NOVEMBER 2018  WWW.POSSIBLERS.COM

We never really grow, We only learn how to act in public

Introspect every day before retiring to bed - By Tapas Dasmohapatra

T

he other day I was speaking
to a team of senior managers
on leadership excellence in a
steel manufacturing unit. One
of the participants, during a
group discussion, narrated an
instance and asked for comments.

extracting the truth and making what he has damaged in the
somebody confess! It is about initials weeks of the young boy’s
developing trust and preparing joining. Perhaps trust, freedom.
the ground where these young
boys can develop themselves.

T

he senior manager grumbled,
“sir you clearly see what the
e started, “…there was young boy did, it was his mistake
a young boy in my and you are asking me to change!
team…., every evening after
8pm when I used to call him, I
asked him gently, “tell me one
found his phone unreachable.
thing: Was the young boy always
in habit of taking out battery after
inally I extracted the truth from 8pm from the day one of his joining?
the young boy and he confessed
that he used to take the battery
e said, “No, not at all.” I
out of his mobile after 8pm.”
continued,
“Perhaps
he
developed this habit after being with
istening to this I told the senior you for couple of days or weeks!”
manager, “Sir, if this is how
you handled the situation I am sorry
he senior manager hesitantly
to say that leadership is not about
agreed and started to introspect
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Humour Learning

T

he phone bill was excep- home phone. I always use my
tionally high and the man of company mobile.
the house called for meeting…
ll of them now in a state
n a Sunday morning… Afof shock and together they
ter breakfast…
look at their maid who until now
is patiently listening to them.
ad: People this is unacceptable. OK I do not use this
aid: So – what is the probphone, I use the one at the office
lem? We all use our work
but you too have to limit the use telephones!
of the phone.
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um: Same here, I hardly
use this home telephone
as I use my work telephone.
Son: Me too, I never use the
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When you love what you have, you have everything you need

Life Is a Gift
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oday
before
you
efore you argue about
think of saying an
your
dirty
house,
unkind word - Think of someone didn’t clean or
someone who can’t speak. sweep – think of the people
who are living in the streets.
efore you complain
about the taste of your
efore whining about the
food – think of someone
distance you drive – think
who has nothing to eat. of someone who walks the
same distance with their feet.
efore you complain about
your husband or wife nd when you are tired
think of someone who is crying
and complain about your
out to God for a companion. job – think of the unemployed,
the disabled and those who
oday
before
you wished they had your job.
complain about life
– think of someone who
ut before you think
went too early to heaven.
of pointing the finger
or condemning another –
efore you complain remember that not one of
about your children - us are without sin and we
think of someone who desires all answer to one maker.
children but they’re barren.
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nd when depressing
thoughts seem to get
you down – put a smile on
your face and thank God
you’re alive and still around.

L

ife is a gift – Live it,
Enjoy
it,
Celebrate
it,
and
Fulfill
it.
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You get in life what you have the courage to ask for

Life Lesson!!
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Praise makes good men better and bad men worse
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